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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

1215 South Ponce de Leon Avenue

APPLICATIONS:

CA3-18-280 (alterations, addition, and sitework)
CA3-18-281 (variance)

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018 (revised text in bold italics)

FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Druid Hills Landmark District

Other Zoning: N/A

Date of Construction: c.1920 Staff Estimate. Non-contributing buildings added c.1965.
Property Location:
On an interior lot on the so u t h side of S. Ponce de Leon Ave between Moreland
Ave. and Springdale Rd.
Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes

Building Type / Architectural style: Neoclassical Revival Style

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
• Variance to reduce side yard setback;
• New siding / new configuration of windows/doors
• New parking areas / walkways
• Landscaping
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Interior renovations
Relevant Code Sections: Section 16-20B.003 and Section 16-20B.004
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: Yes (deferred from August 8, 2018 meeting)
Previous Applications/Known Issues: None

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: CA3-18-280– Approve with conditions.
SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: CA3-18-281 – Approve

CA3-18-280/281 for 1215 Ponce de Leon Ave
August 22, 2018
Page 2 of 3

CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter 20 and
Chapter 20B of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
Variance
The Applicant requests a variance to reduce the west side yard setback from 30' (required) to 1' (proposed) for
the installation of a new concrete and steel fire stair connected to an ADA-compliant ramp to provide egress
from the second level of the west façade on the existing West Building. The following responses were provided
to the questions of in variance petition:
1. What are the extraordinary and exceptional conditions pertaining to the particular piece of
property in question (size, shape, or topography)?
Fire code requires a separation distance between the existing and new fire stair, as well as ADA
compliant egress (proposed ramp). To achieve the required separation distance, we must place it on the
NW corner of the building. An interior fire stair exists on the SE corner of the building. We want to
place the new, required stair on the west façade instead of the front (North) façade so as not to detract
from the adjacent, historic landmark building on site. Placing this stair and ramp on the west façade
within the setback is a more inconspicuous solution than placing it beyond the setback on the front of
the building. Several mature trees and foliage will aid in minimizing the visual impact from the street.
2. How would the application of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta to this particular piece
of property create an unnecessary hardship?
The application of the zoning ordinance to 1215 S. Ponce de Leon would create an unnecessary
hardship. If we do not build the stair and ADA ramp within the imposed side yard setback, we would
be forced to place it on the NE (front) corner of the house (not in keeping with the historic ordinance)
and run the ramp on the east side of the building, thus narrowing the drive aisle to an impassible width
for car and pedestrian. Without said improvements, we cannot employ the second floor for classroom
use, thus limiting the school’s overall capacity.
3. What conditions are peculiar to this particular piece of property?
The original structure was built over the 7 [sic] foot side yard setback as the zoning laws had not yet
been executed when it was built in the mid-twentieth century. This makes any code-required updates
along the existing western façade impossible to do within the letter of the ordinance.
4. Submit facts to show that relief, if granted, would not cause substantial detriment to the public
good or impair the purposes and intent of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.
The request for a lessening of the west side yard setback would not be detrimental to the public good or
impair the purpose and intent of the current zoning ordinance of the City of Atlanta. The stair will
allow for a viable use of the campus as a whole by the Montessori In Town School, already an
established, contributing member of the Druid Hills Community. The two immediately abutting
neighbors have shown their support for this variance we are requesting and will attest to this at the
Committee Hearing.
Staff finds the request for a reduction in the side yard setback from 30’ to 1’ in order to accommodate a new fire
stair on the west side of the building to be appropriate considering the existing location of the building, the
requirement for a separation distance between the respective fire stairs, and the District’s historic preservation
regulations that would otherwise preclude the placement of the stair on the front of the building. As such, Staff
finds the Applicant has met the requirements of the variance for the reduction in the side yard setback.
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Alterations
The proposed project includes alterations and repairs to the existing contributing and non-contributing structures
on the property. Main alteration components of the work are addressed below.
New Siding / New Configuration of Windows/Doors on the Non-contributing buildings
The project plans call for the installation of vertical, weathered wood siding (identified as “rain screens”) over
the existing concrete masonry unit (CMU) exteriors of the non-contributing east and west wing buildings,
new window and door openings on the buildings front facades, and, reconfiguration of existing fenestration
on the rear and sides. While the proposed work will occur on the non-contributing buildings, the District
regulations require alterations and additions be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and
proportion, and massing of the property and its environment. Staff finds the wood materials and modernist
aesthetic of the proposed wood siding and new fenestration configuration to not be compatible with the
Neoclassical Revival features of the contributing building. Staff recommends any alterations of the noncontributing buildings take its design cues from the materials and character-defining features of the
contributing house.
Revised project plans were submitted on September 4, 2018. The wood rain screen exteriors were
eliminated from the project scope in favor of a painted stucco finish and the fenestration was revised to
more closely reflect the dimensions and patterning of windows and doors on the contributing structure.
Proposed new double-glazed windows will be wood or metal with simulated divided lights. According to
the Applicant,
“The regular window increments (of the non-contributing buildings) align with those of the
mansion along the street facade. The taller window widths are taken directly from the sun room
window widths, and we stretched them, breaking the regular head height of the other windows as a
nod to the windows on either end of the mansion facade which break the plane of the center window
head heights.”
New windows on the sides facades will be installed into the existing openings. The rear façade of the West
Building will have two added windows on the right side that “mimic the taller windows on the front
façade.” The storefront windows on the breezeway connected to the East Building remains consistent with
the original proposed design.
Staff’s concerns largely center on the varied window sizes on the front facades of the East and West
buildings. On the East Building, there is no precedent found on the contributing mansion for the tall
vertical windows placed the east and west sides of the facade. Staff recommends the window heights be
reduced in size, or the opening separated to create a window opening that more closely reflects that of the
historic building.
Further, Staff finds the use of three different window sizes on each façade draws more visual attention to
the non-contributing buildings rather than allowing them to be subordinate to the historic property. Staff
recommends the number of different window sizes on the front facades on the non-contributing buildings
be reduced to two to minimize the visual profiles of the structures. Finally, Staff recommends the proposed
simulated divided light windows on all facades have muntins that are integral to the sash and permanently
affixed to the exterior face of glass.
Maintenance Repairs of Contributing House
The plans specify repair of existing windows, repair of the existing clay tile roof, wood soffits, and patching
of existing stucco exterior of the contributing house. Staff has no concerns with this component of the work.
Replacement of Existing Exterior Stairs and Storefront Windows
The proposed plans include the replacement of an existing east entrance stair on the non-contributing West
Building, replacement of an existing rear window with a new door and the rear fire stair on the central
contributing building, and replacement of the storefront systems on the front and rear of the one-story hyphen
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breezeways connecting the contributing building with non-contributing East Building. Staff generally has no
concerns with these components of the project. Staff recommends the replacement door at the rear of the
contributing building be wood and that the new fire stair be installed in such a manner that if removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property would not be destroyed.
New Signage
The scope of work calls for the replacement of the existing signage on the contributing house to be replaced
with new “Montessori In Town” steel lettering pin-mounted to the façade of the house. Staff recommends the
new signage use existing mounting holes where feasible to minimize damage to the historic masonry fabric.
Sitework
Proposed sitework improvements include a reconfiguration of the surface parking, installation of a new
playground area, a children’s garden and lawn at the rear of the property. The revised parking will generally
retain the existing vehicular circulation system of the property. Primary changes include the hard-surfacing
paving of part of the existing large, gravel rear lot and replacement section of the gravel lot and rear asphalt
driveway with the playground and lawn. The District regulations require no more than 45 percent of the lot
be covered by structures, parking and driveways. According to the submitted plans, the revised parking and
paving plan will result in a reduction of lot coverage from 43.12% to 34.77%. Further, all parking on the site
will be located within the required setbacks. Staff has no concerns with his component of the project.
A revised landscape plan proposes to remove existing overgrown invasive plans at the sides and rear of the
lot and installation of new trees, shrubs, and other foundation plants in the front of the property. Staff finds
the proposed work meets the District regulations as consistent and compatible with the overall landscape plan
and design on the property and block.
Variance (CA3-18-281)
STAFF RECOMMENDATION - Approval
Alterations, Sitework (CA3-18-280)
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval conditioned upon the following:
1. The tall vertical windows on the front façade of the East Building shall be reduced in size to more
closely reflect the historic window dimensions of the contributing structure, per Section 1620B.003(1)(i);
2. The number of window sizes shall be reduced to two on the front facades of the non-contributing
buildings, per Section 16-20B.003(1)(i);
3. The proposed simulated divided lights of the new windows on all facades of the non-contributing
buildings shall have muntins that are integral to the sash and permanently affixed to the exterior
face of glass, per Section 16-20B.003(1)(i);
4. The replacement door on the rear of the contributing buildings shall be wood, per Section 1620B.003(1)(i);
5. The new, rear fire stair shall be installed in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential
form and integrity of the historic property would not be destroyed, per Section 16-20B.003(1)(j);
6. The new signage shall use the existing mounting holes where feasible to minimize damage to the
historic masonry fabric, per Section 16-20B.003(1)(j); and
7. Staff shall review and, if appropriate, approve the final plans.
cc: Applicant
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

1062 Euclid Ave.

APPLICATION:

CA3-18-291

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Inman Park Historic District (Subarea 1)

Other Zoning: R-5 / Beltline.

Date of Construction: 1908
Property Location: West blockface of Euclid Ave., at the southwest corner of Washita Ave.
Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes

Building Type / Architectural form/style: Queen Anne

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: Variance and Special Exception request for
placement of accessory structure
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Design of new accessory structure and
related site work.
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20 & Sec. 16-20L
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: Yes. Deferred from the August 22, 2018 Commission meeting at the
Applicant’s request. Updated text in italics.
Previous Applications/Known Issues:

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec.
16-20 and Sec 16-20L of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.
Special Exception
When reviewing special exceptions for active recreation such as a swimming pool in a yard adjacent to the
public street in Subarea 1 of the Inman Park Historic District, the Commission must make the following
findings:
1. The location of the pool is not objectionable to the occupants of neighboring properties, or the
neighborhood in general, by reason of noise, lights, or concentrations of persons or vehicular traffic;
and,
2. The area for the location of the pool could not be reasonably located elsewhere on the lot.
With regards to the first criteria, Staff has not received any information from the Applicant that would meet
this requirement. As such, Staff recommends the Applicant provide documentation that the location of the
pool is not objectionable to the occupants of neighboring properties, or the neighborhood in general, by
reason of noise, lights, or concentrations of persons or vehicular traffic.
The Applicant has provided letters of adjacent property owners detailing their approval of the project. As
such, Staff finds this condition has been met.
With regards to the second criteria, Staff finds that the subject property is a corner lot and contains no yard
where a pool could be located that is not adjacent to a public street. Further, due to the development of the
property with an accessory structure and driveway in the rear yard, Staff finds it would be infeasible to locate
the pool there. As such, Staff finds the request meets the second criteria.

Variance
The requested variance is to allow the accessory structure (pool) to be placed between the principal structure
and Washita Ave.
There are extraordinary and exceptional conditions pertaining to the particular piece of property in
question because of its size, shape or topography;
The Applicant cites the properties configuration as a corner lot. They further argue that the
accessory structure (pool) could
The application of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta to this particular piece of property
would create an unnecessary hardship;
The Applicant states that because of the properties configuration as a corner lot, the Zoning
Ordinance would prevent the installation of a pool.
Such conditions are peculiar to the particular piece of property involved;
The Applicant again identifies the properties corner lot configuration. Staff finds that while corner
lots exist elsewhere in the District, the majority of lots are interior lots where a compliant accessory
structure (pool) could be constructed.
Relief, if granted, would not cause substantial detriment to the public good or impair the
purposes and intent of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.
The Applicant states that the accessory structure (pool) would be constructed in-ground at a grade
which is 4’ higher than the sidewalk along Washita Ave. They further state that evergreen bushes
will be planted to obscure the view of the accessory structure from the public right of way. The
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Applicant further states that the property directly across Washita Ave. is the Bass Lofts which is set
back much further from Washita than a single family residence would be.
Staff finds that the request meets the variance criteria.
Accessory Structure, Alterations, and Site work
The Design of the accessory structure (pool), the alterations to the principle structure, and the related site
work such as paving and fencing is not within the Commission’s purview and will be reviewed separately by
Staff. However, Staff would note for the benefit of the Applicant that the half-depth front yard setback for
the accessory structure is based on the compatibility rule and not the 15’ setback of the R-5 regulations. As
such, Staff suggests the Applicant document the allowable half-depth front yard setback for the new
accessory structure based on historic accessory structures on corner lots in the vicinity.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval conditioned upon the following:
1. Staff shall review and if appropriate approve all final plans and documentation.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

846 (aka 848) Tift Ave.

APPLICATION:

CA3-18-321

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Adair Park Historic District (Subarea 1)

Other Zoning: R-4A / Beltline.

Date of Construction: N/A
Property Location: North blockface of White Oak Ave., east of Peeples St. and west of Lee St.
Contributing (Y/N)?: Vacant

Building Type / Architectural form/style: Vacant

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: New Construction
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Portions of the project which are not
visible from the public street.
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20 & Sec. 16-20I
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues:

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec.
16-20 and Sec 16-20I of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.
Building facades
Per the District regulations the front façade, porch, and front door of the proposed structure is facing the
street. A sidewalk is existing on the property and will not need to be provided. The Applicant has provided
compatibility information for the front yard setback showing the minimum allowable setback is 15’.
However, due to underground pipe easements, the structure has a proposed setback of 70’. As the District
regulations do not specify a maximum setback, Staff finds the regulations have been met.
In general, Staff finds the design of the proposed structure is compatible with the adjacent and surrounding
structures, with a few exceptions. Staff will discuss specific design concerns elsewhere in the analysis.
The Applicant is proposing cementitious siding with a 4” reveal. Staff finds this treatment is appropriate for
new construction in a Historic District, but recommends the cementitious siding be smooth faced.
The Applicant has provided compatibility information detailing the allowable height of the structure, with a
10% differential permitted by the District regulations, as19.5’. The proposed structure shown in the plans is
22’. Staff recommends the proposed structure be no taller than 19.5’ as measured from grade to the main
ridge of the roof.
Windows and Doors
The Applicant is proposing windows of an unspecified material. Staff recommends the proposed windows
be unclad wood. In general Staff does not have concerns with the placement or design of the proposed
windows. Based on the compatibility information provided by the Applicant, the proposed fenestration
pattern meets the District regulations.
Roofs
The District regulations require the shape and pitch of new roofs to meet the compatibility rule. For nonquantifiable measurements such as this, the regulations state the related feature shall substantially match that
which predominates on the block. The predominate roof shape on the block is a gabled ell design with a
gable wing projection on the front façade a side to side oriented hipped main roof. The Applicant has
proposed a structure with a gabled wing projection on the front façade and a front to back hipped main roof
with a peak set considerably higher than the ridge of the gable projection. Staff finds this design is
inconsistent with the block face and the intended style of the structure. as such, Staff recommends the plans
be re-drawn to show a main roof form with side to side oriented hip for the front portion of the roof. A front
to back oriented hipped roof may be added to the rear to cover the remaining mass of the proposed structure.
Staff further recommends the height of the main ridge be set no higher than the ridge of the gable wing
projection.
Staff would note that the plans for the front gable wing projection are drawn with the gable ridge off center
and with the left side gable eave not fully extended. Staff recommends the gable wing projection be redrawn
to correctly center the ridge of the gable over the projection.
Porch
Staff has no general concerns with the porch and its components as shown in the proposed plans. However,
Staff finds the porch railing shown in the compatibility analysis is not appropriate for use in a Historic
District. As such, Staff recommends the proposed railing be comprised of a two-part butt-jointed
construction with the top rail set no higher than the bottom sill of the front façade windows. Staff further
recommends any additional rail height needed to meet code be achieved through the use of a simple plane
extension.
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The plans show wood porch steps with a wood porch flooring. Staff recommends the porch steps have
closed risers and ends. Staff also recommends the porch flooring be a tongue and groove material with the
boards oriented to run perpendicular from the front façade.
Paving
Staff finds the proposed design for the front walkway is incompatible with the walkways on neighboring
properties. Staff recommends the front walk extend in a straight line from the front door to the sidewalk.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval conditioned upon the following:
1. The cementitious siding shall be smooth faced, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(a)(3);
2. The proposed structure shall be no taller than 19.5’ as measured from grade to the main ridge of the
roof, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(a)(6);
3. The proposed windows shall be unclad wood, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(a)(3);
4. The plans shall be re-drawn to show a main roof form with side to side oriented hip for the front portion
of the roof, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(f)(3);
5. The height of the main ridge shall be set no higher than the ridge of the gable wing projection, per Sec.
16-20I.006(2)(4)(f)(3);
6. The gable wing projection shall be redrawn to correctly center the ridge of the gable over the
projection, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(a)(3);
7. The proposed railing shall be comprised of a two-part butt-jointed construction with the top rail set no
higher than the bottom sill of the front façade windows, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(a)(3);
8. The proposed railing shall be comprised of a two-part butt-jointed construction with the top rail set no
higher than the bottom sill of the front façade windows, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(a)(3);
9. Any additional rail height needed to meet code shall be achieved through the use of a simple plane
extension, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(a)(3);
10. The porch steps shall have closed risers and ends, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(a)(3);
11. The porch flooring shall be a tongue and groove material with the boards oriented to run perpendicular
from the front façade, per Sec. 16-20I.006(2)(4)(a)(3);
12. The front walk shall extend in a straight line from the front door to the sidewalk, per Sec. 1620I.006(2)(5)(b); and,
13. Staff shall review and if appropriate, approve the final plans and documentation.

cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

489 Culberson Street SW

APPLICATIONS:

CA2-18-326 (alterations, addition)

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018

FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: West End Historic District

Other Zoning: R-4A

Date of Construction: c.1910, District Inventory
Property Location:

West side of Culberson St., between Lucile Ave. and Oak St.

Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes

Building Type / Architectural style: New South Cottage

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
• Reconstruction of porch (roof/columns/balustrade)
• Dormer addition
• Residing
• Replacement of doors/windows
• Chimney removal / Reroof
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission:
• Rear deck
• Fence
• Interior renovations
Relevant Code Sections: Section 16-20G.006 and 16-20.009
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: Unreviewed work that was improperly permitted; stop work orders

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Deferral.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter 20 and
Chapter 20G of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
Project Timeline
On May 19, 2018, the Applicant was improperly issued a building permit (BB-201803487) for the “renovation
of interior bathroom, kitchen, flooring, drywall, painting, replace doors, windows, siding, and covered porch.”
No Urban Design Commission review for a Type II Certificate of Appropriateness for alterations was conducted
for this project as required by zoning ordinance.
Following notice of non-compliant work occurring at the property, a building compliant was opened (18CAP00000682) by inspectors with the Office of Buildings Code Enforcement Division on June 20, 2018.. An initial
inspection was made on June 25, 2018 with a Violation Correction Notice issued for “working beyond the scope
of permit.” The property owner was notified by building inspectors to contact Office of Design (OOD) staff
before July 2, 2018. Work continued to proceed at the property until July 26, 2018, when the Applicant contacted
Staff regarding the non-compliant work that had occurred at the property. Following discussions between Staff
and a representative of the property owner, an application for a Type II Certificate of Appropriateness was
submitted for the work on August 2, 2018.
Based on the narrative scope of work, project plans, and photographs provided by the Applicant, the exterior
alterations and addition to the property include: installation of a new entrance door; installation of one-over-one,
vinyl sash windows; replacement of the existing wood clapboard siding and trim with cementitious clapboard
siding; addition of a gable-roof dormer on right roof slope; removal of two original masonry chimneys; reroof of
principal roof and porch roof with asphalt shingles; installation of new porch ceiling and balustrade; and
installation of a rear deck, and a privacy fence..
As this is an interior lot, the Staff finds only the front and side facades are visible from the street and therefore
fall under the purview of the Commission. Project components such as the new rear deck are subject to Staff
review. Staff will review each of these components in detail below.
Items under the purview of the Commission
Plan Issues
The submitted plans include the floor plan for the main level of the house; however, it is unclear to Staff if
conditioned living space has been added to the basement and attic level (as possibly indicated by the addition of
the side dormer). The existing and proposed Floor Area Ratio (FAR) calculations for the underlying R-4A zoning
have not been provided. An existing and proposed site plan and lot coverage calculations will also be required
for the underlying zoning review. Staff recommends the Applicant provide a site plan and floor plans for the
basement and attic levels with existing and proposed FAR (3,750 square feet of floor area or maximum 65% of
the net lot area for a non-conforming lot) and lot coverage (maximum 55%) calculations as required for the
District overlay and underlying R-4A zoning review.
Staff has also noticed a few discrepancies in the submitted plans. The existing and proposed left side elevations
show central paired windows; however, the floor plan only indicates a single window opening on that side.
Further, photographs submitted by the Applicant and those in the District Inventory and on Google Street View
show the house originally had four window openings on the left side of the house and a small gable roof projection
on the right side. Also, the current dimensions of the façade windows appear to be thinner than the original
window openings depicted on in the District Inventory. Finally, two, stucco masonry chimneys were present on
right and left sides of the principal roof. The existing plans submitted by the Applicant only show one chimney
present, which was replaced with the installation of the side dormer addition. Staff recommends the Applicant
provide photographic documentation of the sides of the house and revise the plans to accurately depict existing
conditions and proposed work in sufficient detail for review.
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Alterations
New Fenestration (Windows and Door)
New exterior doors and new, one-over-one vinyl sash windows have been installed in existing window openings.
According to submitted photographic documentation, the fenestration openings on the façade were covered with
plywood and it is unclear to Staff if the original windows were still present underneath. Further, the original
transom window above the entrance door has been enclosed. The District regulations require that replacement
windows match the originals in style, materials, shape and size. The District Inventory photographs show the
original windows on the façade were wood, one-over-one single-hung sash units with a fixed, quarter height upper
sash. The style of the original windows on the side of the house is unclear, although they were most likely oneover-one double hung sashes. Staff recommends the replacement windows be unclad wood, one-over-one,
double-hung sash windows. Staff further recommends the altered or enclosed openings on the front and sides of
the house be reopened to their original locations, dimensions, and design.
The replacement door appears to be a four-panel door with glazing. The material of the existing replacement
front door is not specified in the submitted plans. The District regulations require replacement doors to be wood
have a rectangular light opening subject to the compatibility rule as to its scale, size, proportion placement, and
style to original doors within that block face. Staff recommends the existing door be replaced with a wood
entrance front door that meets the District regulations.
Finally, Staff notes that the original, wood frame transom above the front door has been enclosed. Staff
recommends the transom feature be reconstructed to meet the dimensions, design, and materials of the original.
Siding, Shingles and Trim
Based on the submitted photography, the original wood clapboard siding and trim has either been removed or
covered cementitious siding and trim. Further, cedar shake shingles have been installed in the projecting gable
end. Staff recommends the existing cementitious siding, gable vent, and cedar shingles be removed on the front
and sides of the house. If the original wood siding and trim is located underneath the existing cementitious siding
and cedar shingles, Staff recommends it be retained and repaired. If the original wood siding and trim has been
removed, the Staff recommends the Applicant document either through photographs or in a narrative account that
the original siding and trim cannot be feasibly retrieved or are no longer on site. Further, Staff recommends the
Applicant install new wood clapboard siding and trim on the front and sides of the house to match originals in
design, dimension, reveal, and wood material, as closely as possible.
Porch
The secondary porch roof, porch ceiling, and porch balustrade have all be reconstructed. While Staff finds the
reconstructed roof and balustrade appear to be compliant, Staff recommends the Applicant demonstrate the
materials and design of the porch ceiling is compatible with other contributing houses on the block face as required
by the District regulations.
Chimneys
The existing elevations submitted by the Applicant showed the building had a stucco masonry chimney on the
right roof slope; however, photographs of the house provided by the Applicant and as seen in the District
Inventory and on Google Street View (dated 2015) show the building originally featured two chimneys, located
on the right and left roof slopes. According to the proposed elevations and current photographs, both chimneys
have since been removed. Staff finds the chimneys are character defining features of the house and that removal
of the chimneys constitutes the destruction of historic fabric. Staff recommends the exterior portions (above the
roof line) of the removed chimneys be rebuilt with the same dimensions, materials, and locations.
Reroof
Staff has no concerns with this component of the project.

CA2-18-326 for 489 Culberson Street
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Dormer Addition
According to the proposed plans, a gable roof dormer addition was constructed on the right side of the roof. A
review of Google Street View (dated 2015) shows a gable roof projection in a similar area of the roof and it is not
clear to Staff if the existing gable roof projection on that side of the hosue was added or simply resided.
Notwithstanding the non-compliant windows and removal of the original chimney, Staff finds the massing,
location, and design of the dormer addition to be compatible with the house. Staff recommends the dormer siding
be smooth-faced cementitious siding and the window to be a one-over-one, double-hung wood sash.
Items under the purview of Staff
Rear Deck
The deck was installed behind the house and does not extend beyond the sides of the building. Staff has no
concerns with this component of the project.
Privacy Fence/Wall
Based on the photographs provided by the Applicant, it appears the 6-ft. privacy fence slightly extends beyond
the front façade of the house on the left side. The District regulations do not allow walls in the front yard (less
than 50% open), nor do they allow fences that exceed 4-ft. in height. Staff recommends the 6—ft. privacy wall
be relocated to be flush with, or slightly behind, the front façade of the building.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Deferral to allow the Applicant time to meet the following
concerns:
1. The Applicant shall provide existing and proposed to-scale floor plans for the attic and basement
levels, an existing and proposed to-scale site plan, and existing and proposed Floor Area Ratio and
lot coverage calculations that meet the District and underlying R-4A zoning requirements, per
Sections 16-20.008(b) and 16-06A.008;
2. The Applicant shall provide photographic documentation of the sides of the house and revise the
elevations and floor plans to accurately depict existing conditions and proposed work in sufficient
detail for review, per Section 16-20.008(b);
3. Replacement windows on the front and sides of the house shall be unclad wood, one-over-one, single
and double-hung sash units and shall conform to the original locations, dimensions, and designs,, per
Section 16-20G.006(3);
4. The new entrance front door shall be wood and meet the compatibility rule for contributing houses
on the block face with regard to its style, scale, and size, per Section 16-20G.006(3)(k);
5. The entrance door transom feature shall be unclosed and reconstructed to meet the dimensions,
design and materials of the original, per Section 16-20G.006(3)(b);
6. The non-compliant cementitious siding and cedar shingles shall be removed. If the original wood
clapboard siding and trim is present underneath, it shall be retained and repaired, per Section 1620.009(2);
7. If the original siding and trim has been removed, the Applicant shall document if the original wood
siding and trim cannot be feasibly retrieved or are no longer on site, either through photographs or a
narrative account. Further, the Applicant shall install wood clapboard siding and trim (corner
boards, window/door trim, cornice details in the projecting gable end) on the front and sides that
matches the originals in design, dimension, and material, per Section 16-20G.006(7)(a);
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8. The demolished chimneys shall be reconstructed above the roofline with the same dimensions,
materials, and locations to match the originals, per Section 16-20G.006(6)(a);
9. The dormer siding shall have smooth, cementitious siding and an unclad wood, double-hung sash
window, per Section 16-20G.006(2d and 3f);
10. The Applicant shall demonstrate the design and materials of the porch ceiling meet the District
regulations, per Section 16-20G.006(9)(d);
11. The 6-ft. privacy wall shall not extend beyond the front façade of the house, per Section 1620G.006(14);
12. All updated documents and information shall be submitted no less than 8 days before the deferred
meeting date.
cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

103 Bradley

APPLICATION:

CA3-18-334

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Marti Luther King, Jr. Landmark District (Subarea 2)

Other Zoning:

Date of Construction: N/A
Property Location: North blockface of White Oak Ave., east of Peeples St. and west of Lee St.
Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes Building Type / Architectural form/style: Duplex/Two Family
Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: Alterations, addition, and site work
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: N/A
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20 & Sec. 16-20C
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: The Commission review applications CA4PH-14-266 and CA4PH16-047 for demolition due to a threat to public health and safety. Both applications were denied.

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec.
16-20 and Sec 16-20C of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.
Alterations
The Applicant proposes major renovations to the existing front and side façades to repair the advanced
deterioration of many of the historic features. Staff has no general concerns with the proposed scope. Staff
does recommend the proposed windows be wood. If simulated divided lites are used, Staff recommends the
muntins be integral to the sash and permanently affixed to the exterior face of the glass. Lastly, Staff
recommends the porch flooring be installed with an orientation which is perpendicular to the front façade of
the structure.
Additions
A modest one-story addition is proposed for installation at the rear of the property. The addition will be
capped with a hipped roof, mimicking the main structure, and will contain windows matching the design
those on the main structure. Staff has no concerns with the design of the addition as proposed.
Site Work
A concrete patio and walk is proposed for the rear of the lot, directly adjacent to the addition. A 20” stone
wall is also proposed to provide seating and allow for the grading of the patio area. Staff has no concerns
with the work proposed.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval conditioned upon the following:
1. The proposed windows shall be wood, per Sec. 16-20C.008(1)(b)(i)(1);
2. If simulated divided lites are used, the muntins shall be integral to the sash and permanently affixed to
the exterior of the glass, per Sec. 16-20C.008(1)(b)(iii);
3. The porch flooring shall be installed with an orientation which is perpendicular to the front façade of
the structure, per Sec. 16-20C.008(2)(b)(ii); and,
4. Staff shall review and if appropriate, approve the final plans and documentation.

cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING
55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

3931 Land O’ Lakes Dr. (Blue Heron Nature Preserve)

APPLICATION:

RC-18-337

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: N/A

Other Zoning: R-3

Date of Construction: N/A
Property Location: East blockface of Land O Lakes Dr., north of Sheridan Dr.
Contributing (Y/N)?: N/A Building Type / Architectural form/style: N/A
Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: The installation of a new solar array
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: CN/A
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 6-4043 of the Atlanta City Code
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues:

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Confirm the delivery of comments.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec. 64043 of the Atlanta City Code.
The Applicant has proposed the installation of new solar panels at the Blue Heron Nature Preserve. In
general Staff finds the inclusion of alternative and renewable energy generating devices to be appropriate
given the facilities mission as a steward of the natural environment. However, Staff was not able to
determine from the materials provided where the solar array will be placed. Staff suggests the Applicant
clarify the placement of the proposed solar array.
Given the Preserve’s role as educators, Staff suggests the Applicant discuss whether any educational
programming will be associated with the panels to educate guests on alternative and renewable energy
sources. Staff also suggests the Applicant discuss the planned/required maintenance of the device.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Confirm the delivery of comments at the meeting.

cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

1348 Ponce de Leon Avenue NE

APPLICATIONS:

CA4PH-18-340 - Demolition due to threat to public health & safety

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018

FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Druid Hills Landmark District

Other Zoning: N/A

Date of Construction: 1921, per District Inventory (same as principal structure)_
Property Location:

North side of Ponce de Leon Ave. between Springdale and Oakdale Rds.

Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes

Building Type / Architectural style: English Vernacular Revival

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
• Demolition of a contributing accessory structure
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission:
Relevant Code Sections: Section 16-20B.003 and Section 16-20.008
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Deferral.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter 20 and
Chapter 20B of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
The Commission has purview over any proposed demolition or moving of any contributing accessory building
within the District. The design and period of construction of the accessory structure appears to be
contemporaneous with that of the contributing principal structure. Staff finds the accessory building to be
contributing.
Demolition of contributing accessory structures require the Applicant to provide complete responses to all 12
questions in the Type IV Certificate of Appropriateness application to prove the existence of a threat to public
health and safety.
The Applicant has only submitted a response to the first question of the demolition application:
(1) Demonstrate through independent analysis and supporting information that a major and imminent
threat to public safety exists.
The Applicant has provided a three-page report with supporting photographs from a licensed architect stating
that the accessory building has structural issues related to the existing framing and concrete slab foundation that
has resulted in lateral cracking in the exterior walls indicative of movement and settlement in several locations.
Staff recommends the Applicant submit additional responses and supporting documentation to the remining
questions (2-12) of the Type IV Certificate of Appropriateness application for demolition due to a threat to
public health and safety.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Deferral to allow the Applicant time to address the following concerns:
1. The Applicant shall provide. complete responses to all 12 questions required by the Type IV
Certificate of Appropriateness application for a demolition for threat to public health and safety,
per Sections 16-20.008(d)(2) and 16-20B.003; and,
2. The responses shall be submitted no less than 8 days before the scheduled meeting date.

cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

790 Confederate Avenue SE

APPLICATIONS:

CA3-18-342 (addition)

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018

FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Grant Park Historic District (Subarea 1)

Other Zoning: R-5 / Beltline

Date of Construction: 1993 (per Fulton County Tax Assessor)_
Property Location:
Ave.

Corner lot on the east side of Confederate Ave. between Lynwood St. and Delmar

Contributing (Y/N)?: No

Building Type / Architectural style: No type/style

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
• One story, street-facing façade addition at the rear corner of the principal structure
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission:
Relevant Code Sections: Sections 16-20K.007 and 16-07.008
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter 20 and
Chapter 20K of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
The proposed project scope consists of a one-story addition on the current footprint of a deck located at the rear,
right corner of the two-story principal structure. The addition will extend beyond the side of the house and
present a façade that is visible from the street. The proposed addition will have a front gable roof, concrete slab
foundation, cementitious clapboard siding, and one-over-one, double-hung sash windows. A single entrance
door will be located on the right-side elevation. The materials of the door and windows was not specified.
The narrative scope of work also states the rear addition will have a roof-top deck, however, this component is
not delineated in the submitted plans. As such, only the one-story rear addition has been reviewed for this
project.
Development Controls
Staff finds the 34% Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of the proposed addition does not exceed the maximum FAR
allowed by the underlying R-5 zoning. The Applicant provides a 36% maximum lot coverage calculation for
the project; however, this number does not match the existing (1550 sq. ft) and proposed (2150 sq. ft., or 49%)
totals for lot coverage. Despite this inconsistency, it appears the project does not exceed the maximum lot
coverage allowed by the underlying zoning. Finally, the new construction does not encroach in the 7-ft. side
yard setback.
Design Controls
The District regulations provide two standards for reviewing proposed additions to non-contributing buildings.
The proposed work must meet one of the two standards. The first requires additions “be consistent with and
reinforce the architectural character of the existing structure”. The second of the two standards require additions
to “comply with applicable regulations for new construction.” Staff finds the proposed addition will appear to
be a side, shed-roofed addition, when viewed from the street. The proposed design, massing, and materials
generally appear to be compatible with he principal structure, and the project meets the first of the two District
standards for additions to a non-contributing property.
Further, the District regulations have both qualitative and quantitative requirements for additions. If an item is
not discussed below, Staff found the relevant regulations were met.
Siding
Staff recommends the cementitious siding be smooth-faced with a reveal that matches the siding of the principal
structure.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval conditioned upon the following:
1. Siding shall be smooth-faced with a reveal that matches the principal structure, per Section 1620K.007(2)(B)(15); and,
2. Staff shall review and, if appropriate, approve the final plans.
cc:

Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

636 Brookline St.

APPLICATION:

CA3-18-350

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Adair Park Historic District (Subarea 1)

Other Zoning: R-4A / Beltline.

Date of Construction: 1912
Property Location: South blockface of Brookline St., west of Metropolitan Pkwy., east of Mayland Ave.
Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes Building Type / Architectural form/style: Craftsman Bungalow
Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: Rear addition and repairs
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Portions of the structure which cannot
be seen from the public right of way.
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20 & Sec. 16-20I
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: At some point between the present and the time the District was
designated, the brick structure was painted.

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions.

CA3-18-350 for 636 Brookline St.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec.
16-20 & Sec. 16-20I of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
Addition
The Applicant is proposing a modest addition to the rear of the structure. The addition will match the
existing ridgeline and will continue the east side façade of the structure back towards the rear lot line. The
Applicant states that they will be retaining the existing original rear windows for re-use in the final addition.
The proposed fenestration pattern is consistent with the pattern of the existing structure, and the foundation
will match the materials of the existing structure.
Staff finds the overall design of the structure to meet the District regulations, but finds there is a need to
differentiate the addition from the original structure. As such, Staff recommends a control/expansion joint be
used to distinguish the existing structure from the new addition. Staff also recommends the ridge line of the
addition be lowered to show the roof as an addition to the structure rather than part of the original massing.
Alterations
The Applicant proposes removing and replacing the existing concrete front porch steps in-kind. From the
photographs provided, Staff finds that the existing steps are in a state of disrepair and are unsalvageable. As
such, Staff has no concerns with the proposed replacement. Staff does recommend the existing front porch
cheek walls be retained.
The Applicant is proposing repairs to the existing prairie style windows in-kind. From the photographs
provided, Staff finds that while the windows appear to be in need of repairs, none of the issues would require
replacement. As such, Staff has no concerns with the repair of the existing windows. Staff did note an error
on the front façade which shows the existing double grouped window as having brick between the window
sashes. Staff recommends the front façade elevations be re-drawn to reflect the as-built and proposed
conditions of the front façade.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval conditioned upon the following:
1. A control/expansion joint shall be used to distinguish the existing structure from the new addition, per
Sec. 16-20.009(6);
2. The ridge line of the addition shall be lowered to show the roof as an addition to the structure rather
than part of the original massing, per Sec. 16-20.009(6);
3. The existing front porch cheek walls be retained, per Sec. 16-20I.005(4)(g)(i);
4. The front façade elevations shall be re-drawn to reflect the as-built and proposed conditions of the
front façade; and,
5. Staff shall review and if appropriate, approve the final plans and documentation.

cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

788 Lowndes St.

APPLICATION:

CA2-18-356

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Adair Park Historic District (Subarea 1)
Date of Construction:

Other Zoning: R-4A / Beltline.

1890’s-1910’s

Property Location: North blockface of HughPearce St east of Allene Ave., west of Metropolitan Pkwy.
Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes

Building Type / Architectural form/style: New South Cottage

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: Revision to previously approved plans.
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Portions of the project which are not visible from
the public street.
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20 & Sec. 16-20I
Deferred Application (Y/N)?:

No

Previous Applications/Known Issues: The Commission reviewed and approved CA3-18-161 on June 13, 2018 with
the following conditions:
1. The siding used for enclosing the non-original front door shall be wood to match the original materials, per
Sec. 16-20.006(4)(a)(4);
2. The cementitious siding used on the rear addition shall be a smooth faced product, per Sec. 16-20.006(4)(a)(4);
3. All updated plans and documentation shall be submitted no less than 8 days before the deferred meeting date.
SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec.
16-20 and Sec 16-20I of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.
The revisions to the plans currently proposed involve changing the hipped and gabled dormers previously
proposed into shed roof dormers to reduce their visual impact on the public ROW. Staff has no general
concerns with this proposal. Staff would note that the site plan provided for review was for the previously
reviewed plans, so the setbacks for the proposed alterations cannot be confirmed. The roof plans show that
the proposed additions will generally follow the footprint of the previously approved project, however, Staff
finds that given the narrow setbacks of the property it is necessary to confirm the project conforms to the
underlying zoning’s setbacks. As such, Staff recommends an updated site plan be provided to show the
project complies with all required setbacks. Staff further recommends the project comply with all conditions
of approval for CA3-18-161.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval conditioned upon the following:
1. an updated site plan be provided to show the project complies with all required setbacks;
2. the project comply with all conditions of approval for CA3-18-161; and,
3. Staff shall review and if appropriate approve the final plans and documentation.
cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

Intersection of Broad St. and Poplar St.

APPLICATION:

RC-18-349

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: N/A

Other Zoning: Various

Date of Construction: N/A
Property Location: Intersection of Broad St. and Poplar St.
Contributing (Y/N)?: N/A Building Type / Architectural form/style: N/A
Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: The installation of public art.
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: CN/A
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 6-4043 of the Atlanta City Code
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues:

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Confirm the delivery of comments.

RC-18-349 for Broad St. & Poplar St. public art.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec. 64043 of the Atlanta City Code.
The Applicant is proposing the installation of new public art in the crosswalks located at the intersection of
Broad St. and Poplar St. The art will be installed directly south of the Broad St. Boardwalk area recently
completed by the City. The Applicant has presented three finalists for the art which will be selected through
a public engagement process. Staff has no concerns with the placement of the proposed art, and finds it will
further the pedestrian engagement of the area which began with the Broad St. Boardwalk project. Staff does
suggest the Applicant discuss whether the proposed art fits in a master plan for the area. Staff also suggests
the Applicant discuss whether the art is a permanent or temporary installation.
Based on the materials submitted by the Applicant, the artwork will be comprised of Methyl Methacrylate
(MMA) paint, which is used in traffic and crosswalk markings. Staff suggests the Applicant discuss the
maintenance, if any, that this material requires.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Confirm the delivery of comments at the meeting.

cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY OF ATLANTA
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

110 Palisades Road

APPLICATION:

RC-18-361

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: N/A

Other Zoning: Conservation

Date of Construction: 1946
Property Location: North of Huntington and east block of Parkdale Way
Contributing (Y/N)?

No

Building Type / Architectural form/style: Federal

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
Demolish and reconstruction: Driveway and Stoop Entry
Conversion basement and garage to gym
Crawl space dug-out for storage

Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: N/A
Relevant Code Sections: Per Section 16-20.007(b) of the Atlanta Land Development Code, as amended
Deferred Application (Y/N)?

No

Previous Applications/Known Issues:

RC-18-110
110 Palisades Road
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SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Confirm the delivery of comments at the
meeting.
CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance the
Atlanta Land Development Code as amended.
Demolish and Reconstruction

Driveway
The Applicant proposes to demolish and replace the existing concrete driveway on the main
structure. The concrete driveway is not original to the main structure. Replacing the existing
driveway would not impair the essential form and integrity of the building, structure or site.
Stoop
The Applicant proposes to demolish and rebuild the stoop to the main structure. The proposed risers
and treads are to match the existing stone walls, and the treads are to extend beyond the face of the
raiser a minimal of one inch. The Applicant propose replacing the existing railing with iron/PTD
aluminum rails. The Applicant proposes new walls with top sloping down with the driveway. The
proposed material will be stone with stone veneer on top and sections with steel footing and grout.
Additionally, the Applicant proposes to add an irrigation system with stone -flat work for draining
on the front entry for plants. Photographic information shows that the stone walls, raisers and
treads are original to the main structure. The main structure is non-contributing to the District.
Demolishing and rebuilding of the stoop to match the existing original stone walls and installing
new railings will not further destroy the integrity of the main structure. Staff suggest the Applicant
install a rain or soil sensor for the irrigation system to avoid over watering of the plants.
Conversion

Garage
The Applicant proposes to convert a lower basement garage to a gym. The Applicant proposes to
demolish some of the exiting brick to allow for three new still sash windows in newly formed
openings. The Staff suggest the windows match in style of the existing window. Applicant also
proposes the removal of the existing garage door replacing with a brick wall to match existing brick
on the main structure. Being the that the house is non-contributing to the District, Staff is also not
concerned with the removal of the garage door for the construction of the brick wall because the
Applicant proposes matching the existing brick. Additionally, the Applicant proposes to add a new
window in the brick wall. On the rear of the garage, the Applicant proposes to replace the existing
door with a new door with glass. Staff is not concern with the new glass door.
Crawl space
The Applicant proposes to dig out the crawl space to pour slab with a center drain for storage and
HVAC mechanical area. Staff is not concerned with this.
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Additions
Sunroom
The Applicant proposes a new sunroom room on the front of the main structure. However, the
Applicant has not provided specifics of the proposed sunroom for review. Staff suggest the
Applicant provide more detail information on the Sunroom.
Screened Porch
The Applicant proposes a new screened porch on the rear of the main structure. Staff is not
concerned with this proposed screened porch.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends the Commission confirm and send a letter with
comments.
cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

339 Holly Street NW

APPLICATION:

RC-18-364 (Section 106)

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018

FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: N/A

Other Zoning: SPI-11 SA8

Date of Construction: N/A
Property Location:
Blvd.

East side of Holly Rd., between the intersection of Carlisle Rd. and Joseph E. Lowery

Contributing (Y/N)?: N/A

Building Type / Architectural style: 40-unit apartment building

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
• Review and comment on the compatibility of the new construction within the Grove Park
Historic District as required by the Section 106 review process and implemented by the “CityWide Programmatic Agreement”
•
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission:
Relevant Code Sections: Section 6-4043
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Confirm the delivery of comments at
the meeting.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are required to adhere to the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (Act) as implemented by the City of Atlanta and State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) through the “City of Atlanta Programmatic Agreement for HUD-funded
Programs” (Agreement)
As federal funds are being used for the construction of the parking lot and other site improvements on Rock
Street (the Project), the Project is required to adhere to the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as
amended (Act) as implemented by the City of Atlanta and State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) through
the “City of Atlanta Programmatic Agreement for HUD-funded Programs” (Agreement), executed January 21,
2010. (A copy of the full Agreement was attached to a previous Section 106 Staff Report for reference and
future use by the Commission.)
Previously the area of the Grove Park neighborhood where the Project is located was determined eligible for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places as a potential historic district by the City’s official Preservation
Professional (an official, specific City Staff person called for under the Agreement, who is a member of the
Commission Staff). As such, this area of the Vine City neighborhood is considered a potential historic district
for the purposes of the Act, the Agreement, and the Preservation Professional’s conclusion of the review process
for the Project.
Proposals subject to review under the Agreement that do not include footprint-expanding additions or site work
However, Stipulation V.B of the Agreement calls for proposals for “new construction” be “forwarded to the
AUDC” within 30 days for comment. This comment process is accomplished through placing the proposed
rehabilitation project / addition on one of the Commission’s regularly scheduled public hearings and advising
the AUDC on the reasons for the review, the criteria to be considered and what is to come of the results of their
comments. Under the Agreement, the Commission is charged with reviewing the proposed project with respect
to:
“compatibility with the historic district or adjacent historic buildings in terms of set-backs, size,
scale, massing, design, color, features, and materials in terms of responsiveness to the
recommended approaches for new construction set forth in the Standards; and in terms of the
input received through the required public notification process as outlined in Stipulation X of
this Agreement.”
Further, the Commission’s comments should address all of the site work and new construction elements as
outlined below:
1. Construction of a split level, two-to-four level apartment building with double-loaded corridors, and 40
apartment units (1 and 2 bedrooms);
2. Construction of a new entrance/exit driveway and a 44-space, surface parking lot to the rear (east) of the
apartment building; and,
3. Landscaping related to the overall development.
The Preservation Professional is to take into consideration the Commission’s comments when making its final
findings, as required under the terms of the Agreement. Per Stipulation V.B.4 of the Agreement requires that
until such time as this Commission review has occurred, the Preservation Professional cannot provide their final
comments or affects findings on the proposal.
As noted above, the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation are to be used, among the other
considerations listed, as the basis for the Commission’s comments:
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties
1.
2.
3.

A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its distinctive
materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration
of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of
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historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic properties, will not be
undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible,
materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that
cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation
measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible
with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and
its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in a such a manner that, if removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

The Preservation Professional has the following preliminary comments about the proposed project:
1. Immediate adjacent properties along the streetscape appear to predominantly be mid-to-late twentieth
century apartment buildings with brick veneer exteriors and the occasional single-family residential house
present. Some of the apartments appear to be vacant. The occupied properties have minimal landscaping.
The apartment complexes have minimal signage.
2. Two vacant, mid-century apartment buildings currently occupy the lot and will be demolished as part of
the proposed project.
3. The block is wooded and the topography slopes from east to west.
4. The side driveway and placement of the proposed rear parking lot at the rear appears to be consistent with
other nearby apartment buildings.

The Preservation Professional has the following preliminary comments about the design of the
apartment building:
Site Plan:
1. Holly Street and the surrounding neighborhoods are lined with sidewalks and the area and is well
served by bus transit. In addition, the MARTA station is located approximately three-quarters
of a mile to the northeast on Donald Lee Hollowell Pkwy. As such, if many tenants rely on
public transportation for commuting purposes, the number of parking spaces on the site may be
reduced, which in turn, should reduce the cost of development and occupancy costs.
2. A walkway is recommended from the front to the rear of the building. At present, pedestrians
are forced to walk in the driveway to access the rear of the building from the exterior.
Overall Massing, Form, and Height:
3. The massing and height of the proposed building to be out of scale with the surrounding
neighborhood. While most nearby properties range between one and two-stories in height and
are transversely sited on their respective lots, the proposed apartments will rise to four-stories in
height along the Holly Street. Further, the apartment will be placed horizontal to the street with
a 20-ft. setback and will extend the length of the raised lot, creating a wall-like edifice when
viewed from the right-of-way.
4. The massing of the building should be split into two smaller buildings on the site to reduce the
visual scale of the development on Holly Street.
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Architectural Components:
1. The front entrance (west elevation) for pedestrians is understated when compared to its
counterpart on the rear of the building leading from the parking lot. Equal weight in the design
should be given to the public face of the building. Further, the placement of the entrance doors
on the front is off-center, which stands out in the building’s otherwise symmetrical design.
2. The side facades contain too much blank wall space due to an insufficient number of windows,
when compared to the front and rear. In addition, compatible windows should be added to both
side facades.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Materials:
It is unclear if the existing retaining wall will be retained or replaced. If it is to be replaced the
Applicant should provide information on the materials of the new wall.
The present design of the apartment building has a mix of brick veneer, cementitious clapboard
siding, and fiber cement panels, which gives a mixed aesthetic to the building. Further, clapboard
siding is a cladding material that is more appropriate to single-family residential dwellings, rather
than large, apartment buildings. The number of different siding materials should be reduced in the
design to possibly only the brick veneer and cement fiber board panel cladding.
If cement fiber clapboard siding is still used, it should be smooth-faced siding.
All of the exterior trim, surface, front porch, and architectural components not noted above should
be wood or a material with the same exterior finish and appearance as wood.
Preservation Professional Final Recommendation:
As required under the Agreement, these will be issued in the future, taking into account the
Commission comments.

cc: Applicant
File

CITY

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

521, 525, and 537 Edgewood Ave.

APPLICATIONS:

CA3-18-362 (alterations, additions, sitework)

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018

FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Martin Luther King Jr. Landmark District (Subarea 4) Other Zoning: Beltline
Date of Construction: c.1960 (521), 1948 (525), and c.1980 (537) per historic aerial photos and
District Inventory.
Property Location:

South side of Edgewood Ave., between Daniel and Howell streets

Contributing (Y/N)?: No

Building Type / Architectural style: Office/Warehouse - Functional Modern

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
• Exterior alterations
• Rooftop addition
• Sitework/Landscaping
• Signage
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: N/A
Relevant Code Sections: Sections 16-20C, 16-20.008 and 16-28A.010
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approve with conditions
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter 20 and
Chapter 20C of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
The proposed project includes exterior alterations (new fenestration), a roof top addition, and sitework (new
patios/ exterior dining areas) to three, one-story non-contributing buildings with masonry exteriors in the
District. The three buildings line the south side of Edgewood Avenue and share party walls.
Development controls and design review for each of the three buildings are provided in detail below. The District
regulations have both qualitative and quantitative requirements for alterations, additions, and site work. If an
item is not discussed, Staff found the relevant regulations were met.
521 Edgewood Avenue
The one-story, brick veneer building was erected c. 1960 and has functioned as an office/warehouse for the
McCullough Electric Motor Service. Proposed work includes: installation of new storefront systems and
entrance doors with canopies in the existing bay and storefront openings; installation of a new window system
in the existing window opening on the left side of the façade; installation of steel panel “wainscoting” along the
foundation; and a new steel eyebrow element with steel brackets along the cornice. A new structure with a shed
roof, cement fiber board exterior, and storefront windows to match those on the façade, will be installed on top
of the building. Sitework associated with the proposed patio area in the existing surface parking lot will include:
a shade structure with a steel trellis, a screen wall along the west side of the shade structure, new planters, and
associated landscaping.
Addition
The allowed heights of building additions in Subarea 4 of the District are established by the compatibility rule
for contributing buildings on the same block (both sides of Edgewood Ave. between Daniel and Howell streets),
with a maximum permitted height of one and one-half times the height of the existing building. While it does
not appear that the proposed rooftop addition will exceed the height of the contributing building at 541
Edgewood Avenue, Staff recommends the Applicant provide documentation (i.e. measurements) that the
addition meets the District regulations.
While some of the building materials are specified on the renderings (storefront to match lower level; cement
board at solid corners), other items are not identified. Staff recommends the Applicant provide final architectural
elevations of all four sides the proposed addition with all specified materials (siding, trim, roof) in sufficient
detail for review. Staff further recommends the proposed exterior screens on the rooftop be metal construction
rather than wood, in keeping with the commercial/industrial character of the Edgewood Avenue corridor.
Alterations
Staff generally has no concerns with the proposed alterations. Staff recommends the muntins and mullions in
the new windows and storefront systems be either true or simulated divided lights. Further, the submitted plans
state that graffiti graphics will be applied to the window glazing as a film. The regulations do not permit painted
glass, reflective glass, or other similarly treated fenestration in the District. Staff recommends this component
be removed from the project.
Site work/Landscaping
The project proposes to convert the existing front parking lot into an outdoor dining area. Sitework
improvements at 521 Edgewood include: installation of a proposed steel frame shade structure with a steel trellis
that supports potential signage; a privacy screen along the west property line; a stamped concrete hardscape;
movable planters; and a planting strip along the east side of the patio.
The renderings show the support of the proposed shade structure extending into the sidewalk. Staff has concerns
that the existing design of the shade structure creates an encroachment on to the public right of way.
Staff recommends the shade structure be located fully within the property line and not extend into the right-ofway.
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The proposed privacy screen along the west side of the front patio effectively functions as a fence. The District
regulations do not allow fences and walls in front yards or where otherwise visible to public view in Subarea 4.
Staff recommends the privacy screen be removed from the project plans.
The submitted plans do not specify the materials of the proposed planters. Staff recommends the planters be
metal to reinforce the commercial/industrial character of the Edgewood Avenue corridor.
Signage
The project renderings depict potential tenant signage placed on top of the patio shade structure; however, the
materials, size, and method of the sign illumination are not specified. Further, while the City’s Sign Ordinance
allows signage to be placed on the valances of awnings and on the fascia or top edge of canopies, the location
of signage in such a forward area of the property on a detached shade structure is not allowed.
525 Edgewood Avenue
The one-story, masonry commercial building was erected in 1948. Proposed alterations and sitework include:
painting the existing painted exterior; new rollup storefronts in existing openings and a new storefront entrance
system with a steel canopy; a new shade structure over the outdoor dining patio; a stamped concrete patio
surface; new planters; and signage.
Alterations
Staff recommends the muntins and mullions in the new windows and storefront systems be either true or
simulated divided lights. Further, the submitted plans state that graffiti graphics and colored glazing will be
applied to the storefront windows. The regulations do not permit painted glass, reflective glass, or other similarly
treated fenestration in the District. Staff recommends this component be removed from the project.
Site work
The submitted plans do not specify the materials of the proposed planters. Staff recommends the planters be
metal to reinforce the commercial/industrial character of the Edgewood Avenue corridor.
537 Edgewood Avenue
The one-story, brick veneer commercial building was erected c.1980. Proposed alterations and sitework include:
three new storefront systems installed in the façade; installation of string lights on steel posts on the building
roof; a proposed steel frame shade structure with a wood trellis; a “green buffer zone” on the east side of the
front outdoor dining area with a privacy screen; planters; and potential signage suspended on the rooftop steel
post structure above the building. Existing ivy and trees on the lot will remain and be incorporated into the
building exterior and outdoor dining space.
Alterations
Staff recommends the muntins and mullions in the new windows and storefront systems be either true or
simulated divided lights.
Staff recommends the Applicant clarify the proposed plans for the rooftop posting and string light structure. It
is unclear to Staff if this feature will be part of any rooftop patio or outdoor area. Further, façade architectural
details are subject to the compatibility rule for contributing properties on the same block (both sides of the street,
between Daniel and Howell streets). Staff recommends the Applicant submit additional documentation that the
proposed rooftop treatment meets the compatibility rule.
Site work
The proposed steel and wood trellis shad structure extends beyond the front property line and encroaches into
the sidewalk and public right-of-way. Staff recommends the shade structure be located fully within the property
line and not extend into the right-of-way. Staff further recommends the wood trellis materials of the shade
structure be metal in keeping with the commercial character of the Edgewood Avenue corridor.
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Staff recommends the Applicant clarify the design and the materials of what appears to be an L-shaped landscape
planter or wall that lines the dining area under the proposed shade structure.
A screen wall is proposed on the eastern side of the dining area. As stated previously, the screen effectively
functions as a fence. The District regulations do not allow fences and walls in front yards or where otherwise
visible to public view in Subarea 4. Staff recommends the privacy screen be removed from the project plans.
General Comments
Signage
Staff recommends the Applicant submit a “sign palette” of different signage options for potential tenants of the
three buildings that includes proposed materials, sizes, locations, methods of attachment, and illumination that
meet the District and Sign Ordinance regulations.
Landscaping
According to the project renderings, trees will be planted along the eastern edge of the proposed patio area at
521 Edgewood Avenue, while a green buffer zone with a hedge is proposed along the eastern edge of the patio
of 537 Edgewood Avenue. Staff recommends that all proposed landscaping and planting materials be
compatible with and reinforce the commercial character of the Edgewood Avenue corridor.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval conditioned upon the following:
1. The height of the proposed rooftop addition on 521 Edgewood Avenue shall meet the compatibility
rule for contributing buildings on the block, per Section 16-20C.006(1)(b ) and (2);
2. The Applicant shall submit architectural elevations of all four sides of the proposed addition with
specified materials in detail sufficient for review, per Section 16-20.008(c):
3. The screens on the rooftop addition of 521 Edgewood Ave. shall have metal construction/materials,
per Section16-20C.004(1)(i);
4. All new windows and storefront systems shall have true or simulated divided lights with muntins
integral to the sash and permanently affixed to the exterior face of glass, per Section 1620C.008(1)(b)(iii);
5. The proposed shade structure in front of 521 Edgewood Avenue shall not extend beyond the front
property line into the public right-of-way, per Section 16-20C.007(1)(a);
6. The proposed privacy screen in front of 521 Edgewood Avenue shall be removed from the project
plans, per Section 16-20C.008(3)(c)(ii);
7. The proposed planters shall be metal construction, per Sections 16-20C.004(1)(i) and 1620C.008(1)(a)(i);
8. All proposed signage shall meet the District and Sign Ordinance regulations, per Sections 1620C.004(1)(i) and 16-28A.010(27)(e);
9. All painted glass or applied graphics to fenestration glazing shall be removed from the project scope,
per Section 16-20C.008(1)(b)(ii);
10. The Applicant shall submit additional documentation that demonstrates the proposed rooftop
treatment meets the compatibility rule, per Section 16-20C.008(1)(a)(ii);
11. The proposed shade structure of 537 Edgewood Avenue shall not extend beyond the front property
line into the right-of-way, per Section 16-20C.007(1)(a);
12. The shade structure of 537 Edgewood Avenue shall have all metal construction, per Sections 1620C.004(1)(i) and 16-20C.008(1)(a)(i);
13. The Applicant shall clarify the design and materials of the proposed planter/wall lining the dining
area under the shade structure of 537 Edgewood Avenue, per Sections 16-20C.004(1)(i) and 1620C.008(1)(a)(i);
14. The proposed privacy screen in front of 537 Edgewood Avenue shall be removed from the project
plans, per Section 16-20C.008(3)(c)(ii);
15. All proposed signage materials, sizes, locations, and methods of illumination shall meet the District
and Sign Ordinance regulations, per Sections 16-20C.004(1)(i) and 16-28A.010(27)(e);
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16. Landscaping and planting materials in front of 521 Edgewood Avenue shall be compatible with and
reinforce the commercial character of the Edgewood Avenue corridor, per Sections 16-20C.004(1)(i)
and 16-20C.008(1)(c)(i); and,
17. Staff shall review and, if appropriate, approve the final plans.

cc:

Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING
55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

849 Hollywood Rd. (Fire Station #22)

APPLICATION:

RC-18-373

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: N/A

Other Zoning: MRC-1

Date of Construction: Vacant
Property Location: Northeast coprner of Hollywood Rd and Eugenia Pl.
Contributing (Y/N)?: N/A Building Type / Architectural form/style: N/A
Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: New construction
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission:
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 6-4043 of the Atlanta City Code
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues:

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Confirm the delivery of comments at the
meeting.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec. 64043 of the Atlanta City Code.
A new fire station is proposed for the currently vacant lot. In general Staff has few concerns with the design
of the structure. However, Staff does have some concerns with the site planning of the project.
The structure uses Hollywood Rd. as its main entrance. The building itself is laid out in such a way that the
lot would contain large areas of negative space along the principal street frontage. The visitor parking is
situated between the building and Eugenia Pl. requiring the structure to be set back considerably from this
frontage. The overall effect of the site plan is a structure which is disengaged from the street and has a
distinctly suburban development pattern as opposed to the urban development pattern expected from projects
in the City.
The lot itself is wider than is typical for the area, and presents the opportunity for a structure which directly
engages the street and develops the urban fabric of the largely automobile dependent corridor. Staff finds
there are opportunities for the structure to be redesigned in such a way that it provides continual street
frontage along Hollywood Rd. Staff also finds there are several site configurations that would allow for the
visitor parking to be placed to the rear of the structure. The result of these changes would be a structure
which not only adds to the vital emergency services of the area, but which also contributes positively to the
urban fabric of the corridor. As such, Staff suggests the Applicant consider alternate site plans and building
designs which would provide continual building frontage along Hollywood Rd., and situate the parking to the
rear of the building instead of between the building and either Hollywood Rd. or Eugenia Pl.
While crosswalk striping is not typically required for driveways, Staff finds that the unusually large
driveways and curb-cuts could create a hostile pedestrian experience. As such, Staff suggests the Applicant
include crosswalk striping across the Hollywood Rd. and the Eugenia Pl. Driveways.
Staff would note for the benefit of the Applicant that the property is located within a 10-minute bus ride of
the Bankhead Marta Station, and is centrally located from several residential nodes which are within bicycle
and walking distance, and which have adequate bus connectivity. As such there are opportunities for the
property to promote the use of alternate transportation modes for both the community meeting spaces and the
employees of the station instead of providing ample parking which would encourage the use of single
occupancy vehicles to access the site.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Confirm the delivery of comments at the meeting.
cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY OF ATLANTA
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

1099 Oakland Drive

APPLICATION:

CA3-18-357

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Oakland City Historic District

Other Zoning: R-4A/Beltline

Date of Construction: 1947
Property Location: West blockface, south of Arlington Avenue and north of Wilmington Avenue
Contributing (Y/N):

Yes,

Building Type / Architectural form/style: American Small

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: Sections of the rear addition
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Interior
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20 and Sec 16-20 M
Deferred Application (Y/N):

No

Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with Conditions.
CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter
20, Chapter 20M of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
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Plans / Documentation
The Applicant proposes to construct a rear addition and deck on the existing one story main structure.
However, the Applicant has not provided site plans or comparisons for Staff to review setback standards and
compatibility requirements. Staff recommends the Applicant provide new plans with to-scale site plans.
Further, Staff recommends the Applicant provide photographic documentations and narratives of comparable
houses on the blockface for review.

Additions
Roof
The roof from the new proposed addition will not exceed height of the existing roof. Additionally, the roof
on the new proposed addition will be consistent with the slope of the existing roof. Staff is not concern with
this proposal.
Siding
On the plans provided by the Applicant, proposed siding is indicated on the proposed addition. The
Applicant does not clearly state what the dimension or type of siding will be. The District Regulations states,
Subject to the compatibility rule, wood or smooth-finish cementitious lap siding, wood shingles, brick,
stone, and true stucco are permissible building materials for the façades of the principal structure.
Corrugated metal, aluminum siding, and vinyl siding are not permitted. Additionally, the dimensions of the
exposed face of lap siding and wood shingles, will be governed by the compatibility rule. Staff
recommends the Applicant state on the plans what siding will be on the siding for the addition.
Additionally, Staff recommends the Applicant provide comparable houses on the blockface to comply with
the compatibility rule.
Foundation
From the plans, the Applicant provided, the foundation on the proposed addition will be built from the crawl
space. The Applicant has proposed to put vapor barrier over the soil and 4 #3 bars at the bottom over the
undisturbed soil. The new proposed foundation is not slab-on-grade, Staff is not concerned with this
proposal. The material on the new foundation on the proposed addition will be cementitious and what
appears to be brick or brick veneer. Staff is not concern with the material of the foundation, however Staff
does recommend the Applicant match the siding on the foundation on the addition to the existing siding on
the principal structure.
Deck
The Applicant proposes to install a wood deck at the back of the main structure which will not be wider than
the main structure. Staff is not concerned with this proposal.
Alterations
Windows
On the proposed left elevation on the existing principal structure, the Applicant proposes a new smaller
window that does not match any other window on the principal structure. The floor plans don’t clarify the
purpose of the new proposed window. Staff recommends, the Applicant clarify the purpose of the proposed
window. Staff also recommends, that if the proposed window has no purpose, the Applicant remove the
proposed window. Additionally, the Applicant has moved the windows on the proposed left elevation
creating an uneven fenestration pattern that has more space than previously. Staff recommends the Applicant
not move the windows and keep the windows in their original location.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions
1. The Applicant shall provide revised plans that includes to-scale site plan, per Sec. 16-20M.012;
2. The Applicant shall provide photographic documentation and narratives of comparable houses on
the blockface for review, per Sec. 16-20M.005;
3. The Applicant shall note on the plans the specific siding for the addition, per Sec. 1620M.013(2)(q)(r);
4. The Applicant shall provide comparable houses on the blockface to comply with the compatibility
rule, per Sec. 16-20M.013(2)(q)(r);
5. The Applicant shall match the siding on the foundation on the addition to the existing siding on the
principal structure, per Sec.16-20M.0013(2)(q)(r);
6. The Applicant shall clarify the purpose of the proposed small window on the proposed elevation, per
Sec.16-20M.0013(2)(o);
7. The Applicant shall not move the windows and keep the windows in their original location, per
Sec.16-20M.0013(2)(o)(2)(b) and

8. Staff shall review and, if appropriate, approve the final plans.
cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY OF ATLANTA
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

741 Pearce Street

APPLICATION:

CA3-18-316

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Adair Park Historic District (Subarea 1)

Other Zoning: R-4A / Beltline

Date of Construction: N/A
Property Location: North side of Pearce St., east of Allene Ave.
Contributing (Y/N)?: No

Building Type / Architectural form/style: Vacant Lot

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: New construction.
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Portions of the project not visible
from the public ROW.
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20I.005 and Sec. 16-20I.006
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: Yes.
Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Deferral to September to address the
recommendations.

CA3-18-316 for 741 Pearce St.
September 12, 2018
Page 2 of 4

CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter
20 and Chapter 20I of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
New Construction
The Applicant proposes to construct a new single-family house that it compatible with existing
houses in the District. The District regulation requires, all new construction shall conform to the
existing building orientation (setbacks) by having sidewalks, front yards, porches and front doors
facing and parallel to the street.
Interpretation of District Compatibility Rule
The District regulations regarding compatibility states, the compatibility rule is a method of
requiring that alterations and new construction are sensitive and sympathetic to existing elements
of design, scale and general character of the district with particular attention to the immediate
environment constituting a particular block. In accordance with this purpose, the compatibility
rule is as follows: "To the maximum extent possible, the element in question, such as roof form
or architectural trim, shall substantially match that which predominates on that block. When
elements are quantifiable, such as building height or floor heights, they shall equal the statistical
average of all like elements of all structures of like use in that block." Those elements to which
the compatibility rule applies are specified in regulations by reference to "compatibility rule."
Development Controls
Height of the House
The Applicant has proposed the height of the roof to be 24 ft. However, no compatibility
information for the height has been provided by the Applicant. As such, Staff cannot determine
whether the proposal conforms to the development controls required by the District regulations.
Staff recommends the Applicant provide compatibility information for the height of the proposed
structure.
Front Yard Setback
On the site plan, the Applicant proposes the front yard setback to be an average of 26.26 ft.
However the Applicant has not provided comparables to allow the Staff to determine if this
proposal meets the compatibility rule of the District. Staff recommends the Applicant provide
compatibility information for the front yard setback.
Bracket
The Applicant proposes wood brackets on the front gable. Research has shown that wood brackets
are present on the block. Staff is not concerned with this proposal.
Roof
The plans show there is a proposed shed dormer on the right and dormer on the left elevation. As
well, shingles are the proposed material. Staff is not concern with the shingle, however
compatibility comparisons for the roof shape and pitch were not received. Staff recommends the
Applicant provide compatibility information for the roof shape and pitch.
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Siding
The Applicant proposes cememtitious horizonal siding with a 4 inch exposure. The District
regulation requires material to be what predominates on the block. In looking at the block in
question the predominate pattern is for structures are either brick or lap siding. Staff recommends
the smooth-face cementitious horizonal siding with a 4 inch exposure.
Fenestraton
The Applicant proposes to install one over one windows with wood cap surrounds, and three
decorative windows on the front gable and a front door. However, the Applicant has not provided
information from other houses on the block for comparison to determine the standard is being met.
Staff recommends the Applicant provide compatibility information for fenestrations patterns and
informaton on the block.
Foundation
The Applicant proposes a brick foundation. Staff is not concerned with this proposal.
Front Porch
Compatibility information for the porch was not received. Staff recommends the Applicant provide
compatibility information for the front porch components.
Deck
The proposed deck will not exceed the setback or go beyond the side elevation. Staff is not
concerned with this deck proposal.
Garage
The proposed garage is directly behind the main structure, requirement of the District’s regulations.
Staff is not concerned with this proposed garage.
Driveway
The proposed driveway is to extend beyond the back of the mainstructure. Staff recommends the
driveway be concrete.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Deferral to September 26, 2018
1. The Applicant shall provide compatibility information for the height of all contributing

structures of like use on the block, per Sec. 16-20I.006(4)(a)(6);
2. The Applicant shall provide compatibility information for the front yard setback, per Sec. 16-

20I.006(4)(a)(2);
3. The Applicant shall provide compatibility information for the roof shape and pitch, per Sec.
16-20I.006(4)(f)(3);
4. The smooth-face cementitious horizonal siding with a 4 inch exposure, per Sec. 1620I.006(4)(a)(4);
5. The Applicant shall submit compatibility information for the fenestration on the main
structure, per Sec. 16-20I.006(4)(b)(6)&(7);
6. the Applicant shall provide compatibility information for the front porch components, per
Sec.16-20I.006 (4)
7. The proposed driveway shall be concrete, per Sec. 16-20I.006(5)(b); and,
8. All updated plans shall be submitted no less than 8 days before the deferred meeting date.
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cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

OF

ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING
55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

TIM KEANE
Commissioner
OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

46 Brighton Rd.

APPLICATION:

RC-18-348

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Brookwood Hills Conservation District

Other Zoning: R-4

Date of Construction: 1920
Property Location: North of Wakefield Drive and South of Montclair Dr.
Contributing (Y/N)?

Yes

Building Type / Architectural form/style: Tudor Revival

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
Casement Window installations and
Screen door installation
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: N/A
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20 .007(b) and Sec. 16-20.009
Deferred Application (Y/N)? No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Send a letter with comments to the
Applicant.

RC-18-348 for 46 Brighton Rd.
September 12, 2018
Page 2 of 2

CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter
20 of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.
Casement Windows
The Applicant proposes to enlarge window openings for the installation of casement windows on the second
floor of the east elevation, on the first and second floors on the north elevation. Additionally, the Applicant
proposes to install a new screen door on the south elevation that matches the existing door frames. The plans
and photos demonstrate that the proposed casement windows will be installed over a powder room, master
bathroom and office. All existing window sills will remain. The installation of the casement windows and the
new screen door will not alter the main structure in such a manner that if these alterations were to be
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the main structure would be impaired. Staff has
no concerns with the proposed casement windows installation or the screen door installation.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Send a letter with comments to the Applicant.
cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

OF

ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

161 Sunset Avenue, NW

APPLICATION:

CA3-18-347

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Sunset Avenue Historic District

Other Zoning: SPI-11/Subarea 7

Date of Construction: 1925
Property Location: North blockface of Foundry Street, west of Lester St.
Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes

Building Type / Architectural form/style: Craftsman

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: Additions and Alterations
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Interior
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20P
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues:
SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions
CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec.
16-20 and Sec 16-20M of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.

CA3-18-347 for 161 Sunset Avenue, NW
September 12, 2018
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Additions
Stairs and Fence & Gate
On the west elevation of the main structure, the Applicant proposes to construct new stairs that will
lead down to the basement. Additionally, the Applicant proposes to construct a fence and gate on
the front west elevation which will obscure the stairs. Staff is not concern with the stairs proposal.
Staff does recommend that the fence be no higher than 4 ft.
On the front east elevation, the Applicant proposes to also construct a fence for a trash enclosure.
Staff recommends the fence be no higher than 4ft to abide by the District regulations. If the fence
must be higher than 4ft, Staff recommends the Applicant locate the trash enclosure on the rear of
the main structure.
Enclosed Stairs
On the west elevation, enclosed wood stairs are being proposed by the Applicant. The proposed
stairs will not extend beyond the side of the main structure. Staff is not concerned with this
proposal.
Extension /Roof covered porch
The Applicant proposes to build an extension with a covered porch that will be in the back of the
main structure that will not exceed the height of the existing roofline or exceed the rear setback.
Staff is not concerned with this proposal.
Windows
With the proposed extension, two new windows are proposed that will be on the west elevation with
the removal of an, one over one window. The new proposed windows will be single pan. Staff
recommends one over one windows to match the existing windows on the west elevation.
Solar Panels
On the east elevation, the Applicant proposes to install solar panels. District regulations permit solar
panels on the main structure as long as it is not on the front façade. Staff is not concerned with this
proposal.
HVAC Condenser Unit
On the west elevation, the Applicant proposes a new HVAC Condenser Unit. District regulation
permits HVAC Units on the side and rear of the main structure. Staff is not concerned with this
proposal.
Alterations
Screen framing and Screen door
An existing screen framing on the porch that is not original to the main structure is proposed for
removal by the Applicant. Staff is not concerned with this proposal. Additionally, the Applicant
propose to remove the screen door that is not original to the main structure. Staff is not concerned
with this proposal.
Siding
Asbestos siding is currently on the main structure. The Applicant plans to keep the asbestos. On the
new extension the Applicant proposes to use cementitious siding to match the Asbestos siding in
appearance. Staff is not concerned with this proposal.

CA3-18-347 for 161 Sunset Avenue, NW
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Foundation
The Applicant proposes to paint the existing CMU and brick foundation that is currently on the
main structure. Staff is not concerned with the proposed painting of the CMU. However,
recommends the brick not be painted.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions
1. The fence shall be no higher than 4 ft on the west elevation, per Sec. 16-20P.006 (3)(i)(2));
2. The east elevation fence for the trash enclosure shall be no higher than 4ft, per Sec.16-20P.006
(3)(i)(2);
3. If the east elevation fence must be higher than 4ft, the trash bins shall be moved to the rear of
the main structure, per Sec.16-20P.006(3)(i)(2);
4. One over one windows shall be installed to match the existing windows on the West elevation,
per Sec.16-20P.006(3)(b)(3);
5. The brick foundation shall not be painted, per Sec.16-20P.006(3)(c)(1) and
6. Staff shall review and if appropriate, approve the final plans and documentation.

cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY OF ATLANTA
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

682 Mayland Avenue

APPLICATION:

CA2-18-354

MEETING DATE: September 22, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Adair Park Historic District (Subarea 1)

Other Zoning: R-4A/Beltline

Date of Construction: 1920
Property Location: West Blockface, South of Catherine Street and North of Metropolitan Parkway
Contributing (Y/N)?

Yes,

Building Type / Architectural form/style: Craftsman

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: Replacement windows
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Interior work
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20I.005, Sec. 16-20I.006, Sec. 16-20.008
Deferred Application (Y/N)? No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval

CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter
20 and Chapter 20I of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.

CA2-18-354 for 682 Mayland Ave.
September 22, 2018
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Windows
The Applicant proposes to remove the six over six lite-divide window on the left elevation that is
non-original to the main structure. The Applicant proposes to replace it with two wood double hung
four over one windows with wood trim, sashes and casing that matches the existing windows on the
left elevation. The District regulations state that new windows when permitted should be placed on
the side and rear of the main structure. Since existing window is not original to the main structure
and proposed double hung windows are on the side of the main structure. Staff has no concerned
with this proposal.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval

cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY
KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

166 Elizabeth St.

APPLICATION:

CA3-18-360

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Inman Park Historic District (Subarea 1)

Other Zoning: R-5 / Beltline.

Date of Construction: 1909
Property Location: West blockface of Elizabeth St, south of Waverly Way, north of Euclid Ave. Property
directly abuts Springvale Park at the rear property line.
Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes Building Type / Architectural form/style: Shingle Victorian
Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: Rear additions and site work
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: N/A
Relevant Code Sections: Sec. 16-20 & Sec. 16-20L
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: On March 3, 2018, Staff was alerted to work at the property without
permits or review by the Commission. Inspectors from the Office of Buildings were sent and posted a Stop
Work Order on the property. Staff was alerted to continued work on the property on July 23, 2018 and August
23, 2018. Inspectors from the Office of Buildings were sent on both occasions to re-post the Stop Work Oder
on the property.

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Deferral.

CA3-18-360 for 166 Elizabeth St.
September 12, 2018
Page 2 of 3

CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance with Sec.
16-20 & Sec. 16-20L of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
Plans
In reviewing the proposed plans and comparing them to the photographs provided by the Applicant, Staff finds
the proposed plans do not fully cover the work proposed by the Applicant at this time. Specifically, there are
three shed roof additions to the left of the “solarium” addition which are not properly represented in the
proposed rear elevation.
Additionally, there are several items shown on the proposed plans which are inconsistent both internally and
with the completed work shown in the photographs provided by the Applicant. For example, on the top of the
pyramidal “solarium” addition, the rear façade elevations show a gabled projection proposed for the ridge of
the addition. However, both the side façade elevations as well as the photographs provided by the Applicant
show a hipped roof for this feature.
Staff recommends the rear and side façade elevations be re-drawn to be both internally consistent and to
accurately reflect the completed and proposed work.
Site plan
The rear yard setbacks of additions in the District are governed by the compatibility rule. No compatibility
information detailing the allowable rear yard setback for additions on this property has been received. As
such, Staff cannot properly review the proposed additions and site work. As such, Staff recommends the
Applicant provide the allowable rear yard setback range for the property based on the contributing houses on
the block face.
Additions
The Applicant is proposing several rear façade additions. The bulk of the addition consists of a three-story
projection on the left side of the rear façade. The addition will be capped by a “solarium” containing a
hipped roof. In the District, roof form is based on the compatibility rule. As this project involves an addition
to a contributing structure, Staff finds the regulations require non-quantifiable elements such as roof form to
be compatible with the existing structure. The existing structure is defined by three front gables, the main
form of which carry through to the rear façade. Previous additions have added shed roofs to the rear façade
consistent with additions to structures of this style. Staff does not find that the proposed hipped roofs are
compatible with the either the existing structure or the style of the home. As such, Staff recommends the
solarium addition and roof projection be re-designed to use shed roofs.
The District regulations require the fenestration pattern for additions to meet the compatibility rule with
regards to size and style. As with the roof form, Staff finds it is appropriate to compare the proposed
fenestration to the existing structure. The fenestration proposed for the right side of the rear façade bump-out
which includes the proposed “solarium” contains several different types of windows including transom
windows, double hung windows with transoms, double hung windows without transoms, and half-size
windows double hung windows. Staff is not concerned with the transom, half-size double hung, or the
standard size double hung windows as these windows correspond to window sizes on the original portions of
the structure. However, Staff is concerned with the introduction of double hung windows with transoms as is
proposed on the “solarium” addition. Staff can find no evidence of similar window styles on the existing
structure. As such, Staff recommends the transoms above the double hung windows on the “solarium”
addition be removed from the plans.
Staff has concerns with the placement of the windows on the ground floor portion of the Addition. The
windows on this portion of the structure are placed much higher on the façade relative to the floor level then
other windows on the existing or proposed portions of the structure. Staff finds that this composition is
inappropriate for use on an addition or alteration to a contributing structure in a Historic District. As such,
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Staff recommends the windows on the ground floor level of the rear and side façade be moved to a height
consistent with windows on the existing portions of the structure.
The Applicant is proposing to side the addition with a composite shake material to match the style of siding
on the existing structure. Staff has no concerns with this portion of the proposal.
Site work
A new two-story deck is proposed for the rear of the structure. The District regulations require decks to be
placed to the rear of the structure and that they be no wider than the existing structure. Staff finds the deck
meets these regulations.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Deferral conditioned upon the following:
1. The rear and side façade elevations shall be re-drawn to be both internally consistent and to accurately
reflect the completed and proposed work;
2. The Applicant shall provide the allowable rear yard setback range for the property based on the
contributing houses on the block face, per Sec. 16-20L.006(2)(b);
3. The solarium addition and roof projection shall be re-designed to use shed roofs, per Sec. 1620L.005(1)(b)(ix);
4. The transoms above the double hung windows on the “solarium” addition shall be removed from the
plans, per Sec. 16-20L.006(1)(n);
5. the windows on the ground floor level of the rear and side façade be moved to a height consistent with
windows on the existing portions of the structure, per Sec. 16-20L.006(1)(n); and,
6. All updated plans and materials shall be submitted no less than 8 days before the deferred meeting
date.
cc: Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY

OF ATLANTA

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

316 Ormond Street SE

APPLICATIONS:

CA3-18-325 (alterations, dormer additions)

MEETING DATE: September 12, 2018

FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Grant Park Historic District (Subarea 1)

Other Zoning: R-5

Date of Construction: 1908 per District Inventory
Property Location:

Interior lot on north side of Ormond St. between Grant and Hill streets

Contributing (Y/N)?: Yes

Building Type / Architectural style: New South Cottage

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
• Dormer additions on sides of principal roof;
• New chimneys
• New porch balustrade
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission:
Relevant Code Sections: Sections 16-20K.007 and 16-07.008
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: No
Previous Applications/Known Issues: Stop Work Order issued in May 2017 for unpermitted work (rear
addition, alterations. CA2S-18-273 for a rear addition, alterations, new accessory structure and site work

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions.

CA3-18-325 for 316 Ormond Ave (additions, alterations)
September 12, 2018
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter 20 and
Chapter 20K of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
The proposed scope of work includes the addition of three gable roof dormers on the right and left sides of the
roof, installation of two brick chimneys on the right and left interior roof slopes, and a new porch balustrade.
The dormers will have wood siding to match existing.
The District regulations provide two standards for reviewing proposed additions and alterations to contributing
buildings. The proposed work must meet one of the two standards. The first requires additions “be consistent
with and reinforce the historic architectural character of the entire existing contributing structure and shall
comply with the applicable regulations for new construction”. The second of the two standards require additions
and alterations to “not destroy historic materials that characterize the property.” Staff finds the proposed scope
of work generally meets both standards.
Dormers
Two gable roof dormers with one and two window openings are proposed for the left side of the roof and a larger
gable-roof dormer with two windows will be installed on the right side. All dormers will be lower than the
ridgeline of the existing roof and clad with wood clapboard siding. Staff has no concerns with this component
of the project.
Chimneys
The scope of work includes the installation of two brick veneer chimneys. Staff finds the proposed chimneys to
be consistent in design with the architectural character of the contributing residential building. Staff has no
concerns with this component of the project.
Porch Balustrade
The plans call for the replacement of the existing porch screening with a new porch balustrade with pickets. The

Staff recommends the replacement front porch baluster be finished wood with square pickets buttjointed (rather than side nailed) to a top and bottom rail with two-part construction.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval conditioned upon the following:
1. The replacement balustrade shall have finished wood with square pickets butt-jointed to a top and bottom
rail with two-part construction. The balustrade shall be no higher than the existing window sills and a
simple rail extension shall be used above the appropriately scaled balustrade to achieve the height
required by code, per Section 16-20K.007(2) (D); and
2. Staff shall review and, if appropriate, approve the final plans.
cc:

Applicant
Neighborhood
File

CITY OF ATLANTA
DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

KEISHA LANCE BOTTOMS
MAYOR

55 Trinity Avenue, S.W. SUITE 3350 – ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-0308
404-330-6145 – FAX: 404-658-7491
www.atlantaga.gov

TIM KEANE
Commissioner

OFFICE OF DESIGN

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

1285 Greenwich

APPLICATION:

CA3-18-346

MEETING DATE:
September 12, 2018
________________________________________________________________________________
FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: West End Historic District

Other Zoning: R-4/ Beltline

Date of Construction: 1924
Property Location
Contributing (Y/N)?

South blockface of Holderness and Westend Pl
Building Type / Architectural form/style: Folk Victorian

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission: Alterations
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: Interior
Relevant Code Sections:

Sec. 16-20G.006

Deferred Application (Y/N)?

No

Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A
SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: Approval with Conditions
CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter 20 and
Chapter 20G of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.

CA3-18-346 for 1255 Greenwich Street
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Plans
Through a narrative, the Applicant has proposed the repair and replacement of the HVAC system and the
repair of the roof and soffits. However, the plans submitted does not reflect this work. Additionally, the
Applicant proposes repair of the front porch, yet the plans do not reflect this work. Staff recommends the
Applicant provide updated plans that reflect all the intended work on the existing main structure.
Drawings
The Applicant has provided plans that does not accurately reflex the existing house. The height of the house
on the plans is higher than photos provided. The trim around the front gable roof over the steps is not shown
on the plan. Additionally, the fascia on the front gable roof over the steps is not shown on the plan. Instead,
the plan shows siding on the gable shed. Staff recommends that Applicant show the accurate trim details on
revised plans for the gable roof over the porch.
Additions
The Applicant proposes interior additions that will require exterior renovations on the existing main
structure. The site plan the Applicant provided shows that the existing house exceeds the side setbacks and
the proposed addition side setbacks will encroach on the 7ft but not go beyond the side setback. Staff is not
concern with this proposal.
Roof
The additional square footage the Applicant proposes for the new interior addition creates a new roof form.
The shape and pitch of roofs for new construction shall be subject to the compatibility rule. Staff
recommends the Applicant provide photographic documentation of existing houses on the blockface to
meet the compatibility requirement of the District for roofs.
Deck
The Applicant proposes to construct a new deck on the rear left side of the new addition. The proposed deck
does not exceed beyond the side of the main structure, Staff is not concern with the proposed deck.
Alterations
Foundation
The Applicant has indicated that the existing foundation and curtain wall will remain in place. However, the
Applicant does not indicate how the material of the new foundation. Staff recommends the new foundation
for the addition be in-kind with the existing foundation on the main structure. If the existing foundation or
curtain wall need repairing or replacing it should be done in-kind.
Windows
The Applicant proposes to install new windows on the new addition that are 9 over 1. The photos depicting
windows on the main structure side elevations are either 12 over 1 or 12 over 12. Additionally, the width of
the existing windows and those that are on the plans are different. District regulations states new doors and
windows, when permitted, shall be compatible in scale, size, proportion, placement, and style to existing
windows and doors. Staff recommends, the Applicant install new windows that are compatible in scale
size and proportion with the existing and indicate that on the new plans.
On the existing right elevation, the Applicant has added an additional window to an existing single window.
On the left elevation, the Applicant has added two additional windows that are larger in scale. District
regulation states, new windows or doors added to existing structures shall be located façades that don't face
a public street. Both the left and right-side elevation can be seen from the public street. Staff recommends
the Applicant retain the original amount and size of windows that were on the existing main structure.
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Lastly, the Applicant proposes to install a single pan window on the right-side Elevation for configuration for
a kitchen, while a new window for the configuration of a window is permitted, Staff recommends the
window have simulated lite to be consistent with the style of windows on the house.
Fenestration
Proposed windows on the right-side elevation of the new addition, demonstrates an imbalance fenestration
pattern. There is more solid space that is demonstrated on the existing right-side elevation. Staff
recommends the Applicant move the windows on the new addition on the right-side elevation to balance the
fenestration to be consistent with the existing main structure.
Screen porch
The Applicant notes the existing screened on the porch but does not mention plans for the porch. Staff
recommends the Applicant specify on the plans the exact intention of the screen on the porch.
Door
The Applicant proposes the existing exterior wood door be replaced with similar exterior wood door.
However, Staff cannot determine the condition of the existing door. District regulations states that
architecturally significant windows and doors, including details, trim work, and framing, shall be retained.
Staff recommends, the Applicant provide photos of the door to determine if the existing door is feasible.
Chimney
The Applicant indicates that the masonry on the chimney will shall remain in place, however, the depiction
on the plan of the detail that is at the top of the actual chimney is missing. Staff recommends the Applicants
keep the detail at the top of the chimney.
Trim
The Applicant has proposed a new trim under the gable eaves on the right-side and left-side elevations on the
existing main structure. Staff recommends the Applicant remove the proposed trim.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval with Conditions
1. The Applicant shall provide photographic documentation of existing houses on the blockface to meet
the compatibility requirement of the District for roofs, per Sec. 16-20G.005(2);
2. The new foundation for the addition be in-kind with the existing foundation on the main structure, per
Sec. 16-20G.005(5)(a);
3. If the existing foundation or curtain wall need repairing or replacing, it shall be done in-kind, per Sec.
16-20G.005 (5)(a);
4. The Applicant shall specify on the plans what is the exact intention of the screen on the porch, Sec.
16-20G.006 (1);
5. The Applicant shall provide photos of the existing front wood door to determine its feasibility, Sec.
16-20G.006(1)(g) and
6. Staff shall review and if appropriate, approve the final plans and documentation.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Atlanta Urban Design Commission

FROM:

Doug Young, Executive Director

ADDRESS:

69 Randolph Street NE

APPLICATIONS:

CA3-18-251 (addition)
CA3-18-285 (variance)

MEETING DATE: Revised September 12, 2018 (revised text in bold italics)

FINDINGS OF FACT:
Historic Zoning: Martin Luther King Jr. Landmark District (Subarea 2) Other Zoning: Beltline
Date of Construction: 1999, per District Inventory.
Property Location:

On the east side of Randolph St. between Gaspero St. and Auburn Ave.

Contributing (Y/N)?: No

Building Type / Architectural style: Bungalow

Project Components Subject to Review by the Commission:
• Two-level, rear garage addition.
• Variance to allow a garage attached to a principal structure where otherwise prohibited
• Variance to allow the use of an alternate block face for compatibility comparisons
Project Components NOT Subject to Review by the Commission: N/A
Relevant Code Sections: Section 16-20C
Deferred Application (Y/N)?: Yes – from the July 11, 2018 meeting.
Previous Applications/Known Issues: N/A

SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: CA3-18-285 – Denial.
SUMMARY CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION: CA3-18-251 - Deferral.
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CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions pertinent to this request are in accordance Chapter 20 and
Chapter 20C of the City of Atlanta Zoning Ordinance.
Variances
The Applicant is requesting two variances associated with the proposed project. The first is to allow a garage
attached to a principal structure, where it is otherwise prohibited by the District regulations. The following
answers were provided to the questions of this variance petition:
1. What are the extraordinary and exceptional conditions pertaining to the particular piece of property
in question (size, shape, or topography)?
The lot is currently suited to handle a garage and addition in the current parking pad that exists
on the property now.
2. How would the application of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta to this particular piece of
property create an unnecessary hardship?
No hardship created.
3. What conditions are peculiar to this particular piece of property?
The property is located in the MLK Historic District. A contributing structure at 589 Auburn Ave.
has a garage on Randolph St.
4. Submit facts to show that relief, if granted, would not cause substantial detriment to the public good
or impair the purposes and intent of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.
The addition would create a better condition as it would remove a parking pad and cars from the
rear and replace with a well-designed garage.
5. State whether the property described in this application forms any part of the subject matter of a
pending application or ordinance for a zoning change or Special Use Permit.
No.
The City’s Zoning Ordinance states that variances may be granted only by satisfying all of the findings.
Based on the answers provided by the Applicant, Staff does not find a compelling reason for a variance
from the District regulations to allow the attached garage due to hardships presented by the size, shape, or
topography of the lot. While Staff notes the lot’s irregular shape, it is one of the largest lots on the east
side of Randolph Street between Auburn Avenue and Irwin Street. Further, the property is relatively level
with no challenging topography that would limit where a detached garage could conceivably be placed on
the lot. Further, Staff finds the location of the existing driveway does not necessitate or require the
placement of the garage in the exact location. Finally, Staff does not find a valid comparison between the
contributing mid-century condominium building at 589 Auburn Avenue (Wigwam Condominiums) with
the single-family residence at 69 Randolph Street. Therefore, Staff recommends a denial of the variance
request to allow a garage attached to the principal structure.
The second variance request is to allow the use of an alternate block face of Auburn Avenue, between
Bradley and Randolph streets, for compatibility comparisons. The following answers were provided to the
questions of this variance petition:
1. What are the extraordinary and exceptional conditions pertaining to the particular piece of property
in question (size, shape, or topography)?
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There are limited contributing structures on Randolph Street. The most and closest structures in
connection to 69 Randolph Street [are] on Auburn [Avenue].
2. How would the application of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta to this particular piece of
property create an unnecessary hardship?
No hardships are created.
3. What conditions are peculiar to this particular piece of property?
The addition is on Auburn Ave. The home is at the very end of the District and most structures
were built in the last 20 years. Using Auburn Ave. is a better block face.
4. Submit facts to show that relief, if granted, would not cause substantial detriment to the public good
or impair the purposes and intent of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Atlanta.
Our application maintains the 1 story structure and creates more light and openness of Marie
Crowser Park. No detriment.
5. State whether the property described in this application forms any part of the subject matter of a
pending application or ordinance for a zoning change or Special Use Permit.
No.
As stated previously, the City’s Zoning Ordinance requires that variances be granted only after satisfying all
of the findings. Staff agrees with the Applicant that there are no contributing properties on the Randolph
Street block face (east side of street) between Auburn Avenue and Gaspero Street; however, Staff notes the
block face to the immediate north on Randolph Street, between Gaspero Street and Irwin Avenue, contains
two contributing properties (93 and 119 Randolph St.), while the opposite (west) side of Randolph Street
contains four contributing properties. Staff finds the aforementioned block faces on the same street as the
subject property, which contain one and two-family residential buildings, to be more appropriate for
compatibility comparisons than the block face on Auburn Avenue requested by the Applicant, which consists
of one and two-family detached residences, a two-story commercial-retail building, and a large, midtwentieth century apartment building. Staff also disagrees with the response to question 3. While the
proposed garage addition may be more visible from Auburn Avenue, the existing principal structure has
frontage on Randolph Street and should maintain compatibility with the residential architectural character
of the immediate block face and block. Finally, Staff does not understand the response to question four as
to how the construction of a two-story addition will create openness and allow more light into the adjacent
park. As such, Staff recommends denial of the variance request to allow the use of an alternate block face
on Auburn Avenue. Staff further recommends that either the block face on the east side of Randolph Street
between Gaspero Street and Irwin Avenue or the block face on the west side of Randolph Street between
Auburn and Irwin avenues serve as the block faces for compatibility comparisons.
Addition
Some design revisions to the proposed project have occurred since the original submittal in June 2018. The
scope still consists of a Modernist style, two-level addition at the rear of a non-contributing, one-story
Bungalow type house. The addition will include a first level conditioned garage and upper-level conditioned
living space (master bedroom; master bathroom) with hatch access to a rooftop terrace. The addition will
have a flat roof with parapet wall, vertical, wood or cement fiber siding, and large, single-light windows
covered with a shallow shed canopy on the second level and a flat cantilevered canopy over the overhead
garage doors on the first level. The building will be set on a slab foundation with brick veneer siding on the
lower part of the facades to approximate the appearance of a continuous foundation. The proposed height
of the structure now is depicted as 26’-9 ½”. Vehicular access to the garage from Auburn Avenue would be
via a brick paver driveway.
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Staff still finds that the proposed project design conflicts with the District regulations in several aspects. As
with the original design, the building roof form, foundation type, siding materials, and fenestration pattern
do not appear to be consistent with those of the existing principal structure or those of contributing properties
on the block face as required by the regulations. The principal house, like the other dwellings on the block
face, has a front-to-back gable roof, continuous foundation, horizontal clapboard siding, and one-over-one
double-hung sash windows. Further, building development controls such as side yard setbacks, maximum
lot coverage, and height are all established by the compatibility rule for contributing properties along the
block face. The Applicant has provided compatibility measurements for contributing structures on the
Auburn Avenue block face between Bradley and Randolph streets. Staff recommends the Applicant
demonstrates the project meets the compatibility measurements for the appropriate block face approved by
the Commission. As such, Staff recommends the Applicant significantly revise the design of the proposed
addition and provide additional documentation that demonstrates the project meets the District regulations.
Variances (CA3-18-289)
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Denial.
Addition (CA3-18-251)
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Deferral to allow the Applicant time to address the following concerns:
1. The garage shall be detached from the principal structure, or the garage component shall be eliminated
from the plans, per Section 16-20C.005(4)(b)(ii)(2);
2. The Applicant shall revise plan elements, including the roof form, siding material, and fenestration
pattern to meet the District regulations as demonstrated by the appropriate block face approved by the
Commission, per Section 16-20C.008(1)(a)(i an ii); and,
3. The Applicant shall document the side yard setbacks, lot coverage, and building height of the proposed
addition meets the District regulations as demonstrated by the appropriate block face approved by the
Commission, per Section 16-20C.006 (1)(a)(i);
4. The revised plans, drawings, and documentation shall be submitted no less than 8 days before the
scheduled meeting date.
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